into battle
I say there is a lamentable delay attaching to this 4.5 gun.
A committee of the House in a morning, with the attention which
a committee can give to these matters, would discover the reason,
if the House used its authority. Why does not the House use its
authority ? After all, if disaster comes it will not only be Ministers
or Members of Parliament who will be smashed up, but it will be
our long history that will come to an abrupt and melancholy end.
In the anti-aircraft artillery not only was matMel short, but we
are told of a whole host of failures to organise such materiel as
was available at the time. The Secretary of State has confessed
that there were guns lacking in predictors and dials, guns without
munitions or with the wrong munitions, dumps of munitions for
which there were no guns and small items which could have been
readily procured but which were lacking. Many others might be
mentioned, but I am not wishing to add to this catalogue.
Take the astounding admission that modern guns available for
the defence of London would have been doubled in number but for
the bankruptcy of a small firm charged with an essential part.
I beg the Prime Minister to face the force of that admission. He
is a business man of high competence himself. Is it not shocking
that such a thing should have happened ? We do not want to
blame the Secretary of State for War and I am not making a case
against him, but if there had been a Ministry of Supply I cannot
believe that the arrangements would have been so obtuse that there
would not have been a follow-up department in the Ministry to see
exactly what was the state of production in the different firms
concerned in this very vital matter of the 37-inch gun*
Of course, you must have a follow-up department in any Ministry
of Supply; that is to say, a little organism in the Department
which, when a decision has been taken, goes two days afterwards
and says: u Where is that paper ? What have you done about
it ? " You say: " Well, I am held up by this," and they say:
" We will go and find out what the matter is." In a week it reports
every hitch and failure to take action, according to the label which
is put on that paper as to relative priority and urgency. Such an
institution, working in a Ministry of Supply, would have detected
that that firm was going bankrupt, action would have been taken
and you would have had double the number of guns. You ought
to be thinking of these things, and they ought to be woven into
your organisation.
I am going to continue with the assembling of my facts to prove
that the present state of affairs is not satisfactory and ought to be
amended. I turn to the Army. I can speak with a little more
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